


SLICES IN TIME
A collection of Hotels and Resorts with resounding legacies

that invite you to discover their legendary stories. 

SENSE OF PLACE
Experiences that have a unique character brought alive

within their architecture and unique locations. 

THEMES AT PLAY
Immersive stays built around distinctive experiences,

these hotels celebrate their own unique narrative.

Immersive Experiences for the Travel Connoisseur; Presenting SeleQtions, 
a hand-picked portfolio of hotels and resorts o�ering authentic and 

unforgettable stays and experiences. Spanning signature city hotels and 
extraordinary leisure resorts, IHCL’s named collection of hotels are uniquely 

chosen for travellers who seek unforgettable stories. Feel the solitude of 
great open spaces, get a whi� of age old traditions or re-discover a 

metropolis you thought you knew everything about; a SeleQtions stay is as 
exclusive and personal as it gets.



NORBU THE MONTANA
- AT A GLANCE -

Set in the scenic village of Banordu, Himachal Pradesh at the foothills of the 
rolling Himalayan Dhauladhar mountain range, Norbu The Montanna - IHCL 
SeleQtions invites you on an extraordinary journey. Spread across 7 acres of 

verdant landscape, our oasis of Zen is a spacious, and peaceful Himalayan escape.

•   The soothing mandalas designs 
and Tibetan-inspired motifs with 
careful attention to design 
authenticity.

•   Spacious Lhasa Lounge, inspired 
by the steps of the Potala 
Palace.

•  Exquisite hand-painted murals 
and sunken seating around a 
warm fire pit.

•   Gufa, our tea lounge, is a striking 
space that features bold Tibetan 
themes.

•   Lounge by our large outdoor pool, or 
an evening practising Yoga by our 
Yoga Deck.

•   Mythical Lhasa River of Tibet - one 
of the world's most historic cities.

•   Characterised by timeless legacy, 
Tibet-inspired decor, and 
impeccable hospitality.



E X P E R I E N C E S

Surrounded by the majestic landscape of the Kangra 
Valley, with sweeping views of the majestic Dhauladhar 
mountain range, Norbu The Montanna, Dharamshala - 
IHCL SeleQtions lies secluded amidst one of the most 
picturesque valleys of the lower Himalayas.

TIBETAN DEGUSTATION MENU
For connoisseurs of International cuisines - the 7-course Tibetan 
Degustation Experience.

SPIRITUAL HIGH TEA SESSIONS
Imbibe the knowledge and wisdom of Tibetan Buddhism, a 
500-year-old tradition. 

TEA TASTING
Enjoy a specially-curated tea tasting experience in our verdant 
gardens. 

FRUIT PLUCKING
Set against the stunning Himalayan mountains, our fruit orchards are 
a sight to behold.

UNIQUE DINING
Enjoy an unhurried, intimate dinner as you have the gorgeous 
Dhauladhar mountain range as your backdrop.



A C C O M M O D A T I O N

Spread across six themed accommodations that 
overlook the snow-capped Himalayan mountains, our 
rooms and suites have been conceptualised around 
five avatars - Leopard, Sparrow, Yak, Yag God and the 
Tibetan flag, with each room carefully crafted for 
contemporary luxury.

DELUXE VILLA MOUNTAIN VIEW
A spectacular sight awaits you at our Mountain View Room. Revel in 
unrestricted views of the majestic Dhauladhar mountain range from a 
private balcony, tastefully-decorated rooms with Tibetan-inspired motifs.

PREMIUM GRAND VILLA MOUNTAIN VIEW
Take a walk among the clouds and experience panoramic views of the 
Himalayan mountain and a shimmering pristine lake. Be amazed by 
the spectacular beauty at our suite.

DELUXE VILLA TEA GARDEN VIEW
Breathe in the crisp mountain air and take in gorgeous views at our 
in-house tea garden that overlooks the legendary Himalayan mountains. 

•   

PREMIUM VILLA TEA EXPERIENCE
Wake up to breathtaking views of the magical Himalayan mountains 
at our exquisite suite and be one with nature. Spend your morning 
and evenings admiring one of the most stunning sights in the world. 

SELEQTIONS SUITE
Tucked away in the lower Himalayan valley is your indulgent 
vacation in the hills. Take in the crisp mountain air as you gaze at the 
untouched landscape from our luxurious suite that boasts of a 
spacious living area with a private bedroom, a private bar, and 
glass-walled shower cubicle.



D I N I N G  

Choose from a selection of the best in Indian, 
Tibetan and international cuisine, or find new 
delight’s in the chef’s special menu. All-day 
dining that’s worth its salt.

NAMAK
Tantalise your tastebuds with a rich blend of spices and ethnic food at 
our all-day dining that serves the best of Indian, Tibetan, and 
international cuisine.

THE CHEF'S TABLE
Go on a journey through the sunny shores of Europe with a scrump-
tious pizza feast made with authentic flavours and spices from Italy.



W E L L N E S S  &  
R E C R E A T I O N  

It is the perfect spot to submerge in complete 
harmony with nature and unwind after a 
morning game drive.

OUTDOOR POOL
The outdoor pool embodies a deep respect for the landscape as it is 
strikingly minimalist and blends with the surrounding jungle. The 
cooling water reflects the hues of the open sky and lush forests, 
creating a perfectly serene setting. It is the perfect spot to submerge 
in complete harmony with nature and unwind after a morning game 
drive.



T: +91 88940 55112  |  book.norbu@seleqtionshotels.com  |  www.seleqtionshotels.com

Village Banordu, Dharamshala, Himachal Pradesh - 176052. 


